Changes 19->23

- Clarified the rules of inclusion of URI referenced recursion rules for “jcd” and “jcl” keys with some normative language used.

- Moved the clarification of using double-quoted strings as part of digests from “nam” and “apn” to parent section to apply to all elements

- Fixed double-quote types in examples

- Changed “JWT Claim Constraints for "rcd" claims” and “JWT Claim Constraints usage for "rcd" and "rcdi" claims” to refer more generally to “rcd” for both scenarios and other for both vs limiting to mode 3 and mode 4

- “crn” sections have minor normative, must->MUST and a may->MAY

- Provided more background and other document references for compact form

- Moved “Further Information Associated with Callers” section to last because it was awkwardly placed based in the middle of more normative sections
Changes 19->23 - continued

• Created a new section “Verification using Third Party RCD” using two paragraphs removed from the SIP verification section

• Made sure the SIP specific AS and VS sections were not repeating information for general Authentication and verification rules, including impacts of matching information across SIP header fields, like display-info and Call-Info use and compact form construction from SIP header fields

• Changed “PASSporT RCD Types” request to “PASSporT RCD Claim Types” which helps clarify that it is specific to claims (vs keys)